IZA PETC 1500/2000(S)
Hoist&Transport Platform for
Persons and Material
•The Transport platform for People and Material has
an additional advantage over the elevators and
hoists, as it allows both uses with significant
savings.
•The ENCOMAT Transport Platform for People and
Material is a product specifically designed for
construction with a rugged, compact and reliable
design, according to European safety regulations.
Can be used either as transport platform for
people&material, and as a material hoist.
•Naturally, these machines are equipped with
common safety devices such as higher and lower
limits switches, parachute brake, emergency stop and
safety system against overload.
•The IZA PETC has a great versatility allowing
different configurations for doors & ramps, which
makes it, along with its ease of assembly, the perfect
choice for lifting people and all kinds of materials at
the jobsite. Almost all configurations are possible
and exchangeable over the same machine. Lateral
and frontal, complete or partial doors&ramps can be
supplied under specific customer request.
•Built with new simplified and improved equipment it
has larger inner dimensions up to 1,5x3,2 m, but can
be modular according to customer’s requests. Small
can become bigger, and big can become smaller.
Special dimensions are available under request!
• The IZA PECT has maximum load capacity of 2.000
kg, depending on specific configuration, always to
fulfill the customer’s needs.
• A simplified version, to work only as a material hoist
can be supplied, with same maximum load capacity.
Some features won’t be available in this case like the
light roof, electromechanical blocking for doors, etc.
•It uses IZA SERIES mast sections, compatible with
other ENCOMAT products such as: IZA 30 / 100, IZA
PETC 1000(S), IZA 1500, IZA 16 PAX or IZA PAX 20/15.
•Our aim is to supply the best product, together with
the same service to allow the use of our machine
during a long time, enlarging the life-time of the
machine thus the payback period, minimizing the
exploitation costs, and maximizing the total income.
•IZA PETC 2000S version with frequency inverter for
softer movement, brake disc protection and capacity
to adapt itself to 60Hz power supply countries.
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IZA PETC 1500/2000(S)
Technical Characteristics:
MAXIMUM LOAD
MAXIMUM HEIGHT (ASK ENCOMAT FOR HIGHER VALUES)
NOMINAL SPEED
POWER OF MOTORS
NOMINAL VOLTAGE
MAX STANDING HEIGHT
MAST DIMENSIONS:
MAXIMUM CURRENT:
VOLTAGE INSIDE THE CABIN:

1.500/2.000 kg
120 m.
12/24 m/min.
2x5,5 Kw/2X7,5 Kw
400 V.; 50/60 Hz
6 m.
1,5 m.
32 A
24/48 V

* SPECIAL CARACTERISTIQUES FOR NON-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES POWER SUPPLY UNDER REQUEST.

Main safety devices of the IZA PETC:
Floor selectors without any quantity limitation
Electro-mechanical blocking system in all the access doors.
Mechanical and electrical anti-crushing system (optional).
Overload detector device.
Electronic final mast detector.
Double Up and Down end of course safety controls.
European Emergency Brake with power cut-off; microswitches alarm, and easy unlocking system.

Manual descent in case of emergency or power supply shut off.
Double manual/automatic selection mode: according to the needs
of the working sites.
Mast sections are mounted with only one key: safer and faster.
Emergency stop.
Maneuver Acoustic alarm.
Auxiliary electrical outlet inside the cabin.

Weight and Dimensions
Dimensions of the mast section:
Wight of the mast section:
Inner dimensions of the cabin:
Weight of the assembly at ground:
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1500 x 55 x 50 mm.
74 Kg.
1.500 x3200x 2.100 mm.
1.800 Kg.

Distributor:
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*The characteristics shown in this catalog can be modified without any previous warning due to the technical evolution of our products.

